The aim of this work is to investigate image processing and process monitoring technologies which can provide a systematic, robust and sensitive solution for nucleation detection using bulk video imaging (BVI). The external BVI method is based on a video camera and a capture hardware, which captures 25 frames of the crystallization bulk per second [1] . Another set of experimental data is generated using in-situ endoscopy and a small scale crystallization calorimeter [2] . In this work the images are converted into time series and these are monitored using Shewhart and exponentially moving average (EWMA) statistical process control (SPC) charts; nucleation is detected when the signals exceed the control limits. A second approach to nucleation detection is histogram matching. Histograms of the images are generated and similarity measures are applied to detect significant changes indicating the beginning of nucleation; the current study evaluates the use of Kolmogorov-Smirnof and Chi 2 statistics to determine the statistically significant change between the observed and the reference histograms for a 95% confidence interval. The third approach relies on the advantages offered by the multivariate image analysis [3] . According to this, multiway principal component analysis (PCA) is performed on the color images to obtain the first score, which is also an image. Furthermore, the PCA model residual monitoring performance was investigated. The image analysis techniques are applied for the crystallization of caffeine as a model for active pharmaceutical ingredients, both externally and in-situ.
